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Abstract — Many open source software (OSS) development
projects use tools and models that come from heterogeneous
sources. A project manager, who wants to analyze indicators for
the state of the project based on these data sources, faces the
challenge of how to link semi-structured information on common
concepts across heterogeneous data sources, e.g., source code
versions, mailing list entries, and bug reports. Unfortunately,
manual analysis is costly, error-prone, and often yields results
late for decision making. In this paper we propose linking OSS
data sources using semantic web technologies as foundation for
providing integrated indicators project status analysis. We introduce the design concept of a project monitoring cockpit, ProMonCo, and evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness with a prototype for calculating communication metrics in a real-world
context, the Apache Tomcat project. Major result was that ProMonCo efficiently supports frequent project monitoring by calculating communication metrics based on semantically integrated
data originating from heterogeneous OSS project data sources.
Keywords - open source software development; communication
metrics; semantic integration

I.

INTRODUCTION

Stakeholders of open source software (OSS) development
projects routinely use a wide range of tools and models for
developing and managing software products [1]. For example,
developers may use SVN 1 for managing source code versions,
mailing lists for the communication between developers, and
bug reports for tracking software defects. In OSS development
projects, with stakeholders who typically work in dispersed
locations and time zones, project managers need to be able to
manage and monitor the status of the project based on relevant
indicators, e.g., by monitoring the communication level between the stakeholders. In healthy projects, the number of
communication level between the stakeholders tends to be proportional, while the challenged projects show fluctuations
which signify the imbalance of the number of communication
level between the stakeholders [2].
Currently, project managers use quantitative measurement
approaches for managing and monitoring the status of the
projects [3], e.g., the number of commits to the SVN, the number of mailing list posts, or the number of issues in a bug report
1
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tool in a certain period. Further analyses to find related information between data sources like the correlation between the
email conversation, bug status changes and SVN/CVS commits
with the health status of the projects, need to be performed manually, which is costly, error-prone and often takes too much
time for the analysis results to be useful for the project manager’s decision making.
Communication metrics [4] can provide the foundation for
relevant analyses and insights into software development
processes, like finding the relationship between the project
managers position and their communication forms with other
stakeholders in the network. In comparison to more traditional
software metrics based on software products, metrics generated
from communication artifacts are fairly simple to compute and
available early on in the software lifecycle begins. Insights
from using communication metrics could not be achieved by
traditional metrics, since they are based on different artifacts
generated during a project that are not suited for indicating the
quality of communication between team members. In addition,
the free and widely available communication archives of OSS
projects present a rich source for applying communication metrics.
Tools and models in OSS development projects typically
come from heterogeneous sources. While the project stakeholders informally can agree on common concepts (e.g.,
project artifacts or projects issues) in the project, the representation of these common concepts usually varies across tools
regarding the structure and terminologies (e.g., code and documentation artifacts, or bugs and project tasks) used. Therefore, expert know-how is needed to identify semantically
equivalent concepts that look syntactically different. A project
manager, who wants to analyze the state of the project based on
information from these project data sources, faces the challenge
of how to link semi-structured information (i.e., information
that is available in a format both readable for humans and machines) on common concepts across heterogeneous data
sources, e.g., source code versions, mailing list entries, and bug
reports. While domain experts can conduct the linking manually, this manual analysis is typically costly and error-prone.
Therefore, an integrated view of relevant project data is often
not available to the project manager to support making relevant
decisions, such as planning releases of new software product
versions or restructuring the developer team.

In this paper, we introduce a project monitoring cockpit,
ProMonCo, which uses semantic integration approaches for
bridging semantic gaps between heterogeneous project data
sources as foundation for comprehensive automated analyses
on the integrated project data model. We build on semantic
web technology, the Engineering Knowledge Base (EKB) semantic integration framework [5], to explicitly link the data
model elements of several heterogeneous OSS project data
sources based on their data semantic definitions. The EKB consists of two types of ontology layers: the common domain
knowledge layer and the local tool knowledge layer. To bridge
the semantic gaps (different representations for equivalent semantic concepts) between these ontology layers, there are
mappings between the local and domain ontologies that can
query local knowledge using common domain knowledge syntax.
We propose a design concept for the project monitoring
cockpit ProMonCo and implement a prototype to demonstrate
how to calculate a set of communication metrics for the project
manager. We evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of the
ProMonCo prototype by calculating three kinds of communication metrics based on real-world OSS development data originating from heterogeneous data sources in the Apache Tomcat 2
and other Apache projects. Major result is that ProMoCo efficiently supports frequent project monitoring by calculating
communication metrics based on semantically integrated data
originating from heterogeneous OSS project data sources.
This remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 summarizes related work on project monitoring and
communication metrics, on the use of semantic web technologies for software engineering, and on OSS development. Section 3 identifies the research issues, while section 4 introduces
the ProMonCo prototype, describes its architecture and the
implemented communication metrics. Section 5 reports on the
evaluation of ProMonCo in the context of the Apache Tomcat
and other Apache projects based on the implemented communication metrics, and additionally discusses the findings. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper and identifies further work.
II. RELATED WORK
This paper is based on previous work on project monitoring
and reporting for OSS development projects. Manual reporting
is a conventional approach that seems to fit well to tightly
coupled organizations but is hard to apply for loosely coupled
organizations like OSS development projects [6]. In this section, we summarize related work on project monitoring and
communication metrics, on the use of semantic web technologies for software engineering, and on OSS development.
A. Open Source Software Development
OSS development is a knowledge-intensive domain that
could be improved by using semantic web technologies. Sharma et al. [1] state that OSS development models are considered
to be successful if they meet the original requirements regarding software quality. Even though some OSS projects do not
finish successfully, in general they can be used as a model for
2
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proprietary software development as well. Sharma et al. [1]
also introduced a framework for creating and maintaining hybrid-open source software communities, which consist of structures, processes and cultures. The wide range of stakeholders
involved the different types of processes to be performed and
cultural heterogeneities can lead to semantic gaps between the
stakeholders, which need to be bridged for comprehensive tool
support of OSS projects, e.g., by using semantic web technologies [7].
Mockus et al. performed an analysis on two OSS projects,
namely the Apache Web Server and the Mozilla browser [8; 9].
Their goal was to quantify the aspects of developer participation, core team size, code ownership, productivity, defect density, and problem resolution for OSS projects. They collected
and analyzed the data from different sources, for example developers’ mailing list, concurrent version archive (CVS) and
problem reporting database (BUGDB). However, they focused
on the use of non-integrated historical artifacts originating from
different data sources to measure the quality of software. In this
paper, we integrate both historical and current artifacts originating from different heterogeneous project data sources to get
more information (e.g., current project status, times needed for
bug fixing, etc.) for decision making.
B. Project Monitoring and Communication Metrics
Von Krogh and von Hippel [3] investigate OSS development processes and found differences between monitoring
commercial software development and OSS development. In
commercial software development, the project manager can
apply tight management of processes and take precautions to
prevent employees from leaking software-related trade secrets
and information to competitors, while in OSS development
software architecture and functionality are governed by a
community consisting of developers who can commit code to
the authorized version of the software.
Yamauchi et al. [10] state that in a traditional perspective,
managing and leading OSS development projects seems to be
impossible, because no formal quality control program exists
and no authoritative leaders monitor the development. For
them it is surprising that the OSS development can achieve
smooth coordination, consistency in design and continuous
innovation while relying heavily on electronic environment as
face-to-face supplementary, however, project monitoring for
OSS projects is still in a very early phase. In addition, they
discuss how OSS development avoids limitations of dispersed
collaboration and addresses the sources of innovation in OSS
development. Further research is needed to reveal how typical
project management methodologies can be adapted to the OSS
domain in order to improve the software quality, e.g., by monitoring typical OSS project product and process data.
Wahyudin et al. [6] discuss that project monitoring traditionally focused on human-based reporting, which is good for
tightly coupled organizations to ensure the quality of project
reporting. In loosely-coupled organizations like in OSS development projects, this approach does not work well because the
stakeholders typically work voluntarily and flexibly. One way
to measure the performance of the project is by correlating and

analyzing process event data (e.g., mailing list artifacts or bug
reports) from the OSS community.

separate domain knowledge from the operational knowledge,
and to analyze domain knowledge.

Sharma et al. [1] observe the OSS development projects
based on three aspects: namely structure, processes, and culture. In OSS processes, stakeholders can have governance mechanisms, for example by applying membership management,
rules and institutions, monitoring and sanctions, and reputation
as one of the prime motivators for the OSS developers. Even
though membership in OSS projects is open to anyone, the
OSS communities manage membership in conjunction with
rules, institutions, monitoring, and sanctions. They illustrate
how OSS projects can be monitored via social interaction and
sanctions from the communities. However, the relationships
between the project data produced by the stakeholders, the activities of the stakeholders, and the quality measurement of
OSS were not analyzed in their study. We build on their research by performing social network analyses using heterogeneous data sources to monitor the project communication and
project status of OSS projects.

Happel and Seedorf [15] summarized the use of ontologybased approaches in different phases of the software engineering lifecycle. They compared research advances in software
engineering and knowledge engineering, and found that the
software engineering community has been focusing on software modeling, while the knowledge engineering community
has been eager to promote several modeling approaches to realize the vision of the semantic web. Hence, both disciplines are
closely related and the communities from both areas can contribute to each other. The paper categorized ontologies in software engineering into four areas based on time dimension (development time vs. run time) and types of knowledge (infrastructure vs. software), namely ontology-driven development,
ontology-enabled development, ontology-based architectures,
and ontology-ruled architecture. The authors saw the main advantage of ontologies in software engineering, among others, in
the ability to define and use logic-based formalisms for software engineering in the context of the semantic web efforts.
The flexibility of ontologies can make the combination of
software engineering data from heterogeneous sources easier
and more effective. While this paper is an important first step
towards a better understanding of possible benefits of ontologies in software engineering, implementation issues remain
open.

Communication metrics [4] can provide the foundation for
relevant analyses and insights into software development
processes and in addition, the free and widely available communication archives of OSS projects present a rich source for
applying such communication metrics. To our knowledge there
is only very little research on communication metrics. Dutoit
and Bruegge [4] found initial empirical evidence that metrics
based on communication artifacts can generate significant insight into the status of an application development process in
the context of commercial software development.. Communication metrics may even provide better insights (e.g., project
status) in the development processes than code-based metrics,
since they focus more on process than on product specific data.
Current general practice is to measure and analyze the software
code. However, this practice ignores that software code is only
available late in the development process and not the only artifact generated. Communication artifacts, such as e-mails, mailing list entries, memo notes, or records generated by groupware
tools are valuable information that are available early and can
be used to investigate the health of the development process.
C. Semantic Web Technologies for Software Engineering
Semantic integration is defined as the solving of problems
originating from the intent to share data across disparate and
semantically heterogeneous data [11]. These problems include
the matching of ontologies or schemas, the detection of duplicate entries, the reconciliation of inconsistencies, and the modeling of complex relations in different data sources [12]. One of
the most important and most actively studied problems in semantic integration is establishing semantic correspondences
(also called mappings) between vocabularies of different data
sources [13].
The application of ontologies as semantic web technologies
for managing knowledge in specific domains is inevitable. Noy
and Guinness [14] note five reasons to develop an ontology,
namely to share common understanding of the structure of information among people or software agents, to enable reuse of
domain knowledge, to make domain assumptions explicit, to

Moser et al. [5] introduced the Engineering Knowledge
Base (EKB) framework as a semantic web technology approach for addressing challenges coming from data heterogeneity and applicable for different domains, in [5] for the production automation domain. Further, Biffl et al. [4] used the approach for solving similar problems in the context of OSS
projects, in particular, frequent-release software projects. We
build on this previous work by using and extending the proposed project data fetcher tool for extracting and integrating
OSS project data from heterogeneous data repositories.
Other uses of ontologies in software engineering, e.g., for
supporting software architecture decisions or for reuse of software development knowledge, have been suggested by Akerman and Tyree [1] and by Antunes et al. [2]. Since these decisions and reuse possibilities are also interesting for OSS development projects, the investigation of the applicability of ontologies for OSS development projects regarding these issues is
also important.
III. RESEARCH ISSUES
In this paper, we focus on the aim of the project managers
to improve the efficiency of project reporting and monitoring.
The questions which can be raised are what the current situation of project reporting and monitoring in the OSS domain is,
and how its efficiency can be improved. For answering these
questions, the project manager needs to be able to collect
communication data from development project and perform a
set of communication metrics for further analysis purposes,
like project reporting (e.g., average bug response time), project
monitoring (e.g., monitoring the current project status or activities) or decision making (e.g., planning releases of new software product versions) on the OSS development. In compari-

son to more traditional software metrics based on software
products, metrics generated from communication artifacts are
fairly simple to compute and available early on in the software
lifecycle begins. In addition, the free and widely available
communication archives of OSS projects present a rich source
for applying communication metrics.
Collecting related information from heterogeneous data
sources for project reporting and monitoring is not an easy task
for project managers, because each data source typically has its
own proprietary formats and data structures. Semantic web
technologies can help to solve problems originating from semantic heterogeneities among different data sources, by supporting the knowledge representation and storage for all project
development data. The utilization of rule and reasoning can
help the user to check the correctness of related data originating from heterogeneous data sources and find the relationships
(e.g., synonyms, generality-specialty) between the data. From
these challenges we derived the following research issues.
RI-1. Feasibility and effectiveness of tool support for
project monitoring and reporting based on heterogeneous
data sources in an OSS project context. On the foundation of
general semantic web technology we investigate the design for
tools that collect and semantically integrate data from OSS
sources in order to build analysis applications suitable for
project monitoring and reporting. In addition, we evaluate the
feasibility to build a project monitoring cockpit ProMonCo as
example for such an application. Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of the ProMonCo tool to automate relevant aspects of
project monitoring and reporting.
RI-2. Automated derivation of project health indicators
from communication metrics from OSS project data
sources. As application for the ProMonCo tool we investigate
whether relevant project indicators, such as health indicators
based on communication metrics like the user coupling metric
and the bug history metric can be correctly and efficiently derived from heterogeneous data sources in OSS projects.
User Coupling Metric (UCM). The UCM is supposed to
give significant insight into the communication structure of a
project team [1]. Team members with significant importance
for the will become very centrally located nodes. Project members that do not participate at the intra-team communication
intensively will result in less central nodes. Very incommunicative behavior may even result in sub-graphs containing
only a few nodes. After building the social network graph out
of the available communication artifacts, several centrality
measurements can be conducted. These measurements should
indicate the importance of individual project members for the
existing communication network.
Bug History Metric (BHM). The BHM will contrast the
communication effort of the project members with the bug activities during a certain period of time. Further evaluation will
show, if an increasing number of found or resolved bugs results
in a growing amount of communication. If a correlation exists,
project managers may consider supporting and intensifying the
communication effort. This may e.g. be achieved by emphasizing team meetings.

To answer these research issues we gather requirements
from interviews with OSS project experts and develop a prototype of the ProMonCo project monitoring cockpit. We then
perform initial evaluations and data analyses using the data of
the OSS Apache Tomcat project and other OSS Apache
projects as a test-bed. We choose the Apache Tomcat project,
because it has a long story of development, is quite stable, exists in several versions, and therefore provides wide variety of
development data sources for analysis.
IV. THE PROMONCO PROJECT MONITORING COCKPIT
This section describes the implemented Project Monitoring
Cockpit prototype, called ProMonCo. First, the Project Data
Fetcher Tool, used to collect and integrate OSS development
project data, is described shortly. Then, ProMonCo is introduced and its architecture is explained. Additionally, the implemented communication metrics of ProMonCo are described.
A. Project Data Fetcher
Considering the requirement of semantically integrating data originating from heterogeneous OSS project data sources, a
tool for the extraction of project data for Apache projects called
Project Data Fetcher was initially developed [16]. This tool
allows the gathering of project artifacts from the mailing list,
the Bugzilla 3 database and the Subversion versioning system of
Apache projects. The retrieved data is the basis of the evaluation of the designed communication metrics of this thesis. The
Project Data Fetcher uses an ontology for the storage of the
extracted project data. In contrast to a conventional database,
an ontology is capable of a proper knowledge representation
based on well-defined semantics. In addition, an ontology provides reasoning capabilities that may be utilized to discover
previously hidden information by deducting new facts out of
existing ones.
B. Project Monitoring Cockpit ProMonCo
The Project Monitoring Cockpit ProMonCo is an application that can be used for monitoring the status of project based
on communication artifacts. By using ProMonCo, project manager can trigger the fetching of project data and calculate implemented communication metrics based on the fetched artifacts. As mentioned previously, ProMonCo uses the information gathered and integrated by the Project Data Fetcher. ProMonCo uses the generated ontologies for extracting the relevant information, generating communication metrics out of it
and visualizing the outcome. For this purpose, the project manager has to load previously generated ontologies. All available
communication metrics can be calculated automatically out of
the data stored in the ontology, according to the settings selected by the user. Figure 1 gives an overview of the architecture of ProMonCo.
The architecture of ProMonCo consists of three layers,
namely Input Handler, Communication Metrics Analyzer and
Output Handler. In the Input Handler layer, the ontology input
manager uses previously generated project ontologies as an
input for ProMonCo. These ontologies will be processed and
3
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analyzed according to the different purposes and criteria of the
communication metrics. The total communication metric uses
the number of mail posted from the ontology in certain period
and shows the visualization graphics depend on the time granularity and the chart style. The user coupling metric uses the
interaction between developers by using communication means
and shows the social network graph in the form of communication graph, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality and
degree centrality. The bug history metric uses bug data from
the ontology and shows bug activities diagram and capability
to export file for further statistical analysis purposes.

Figure 1. Overview ProMonCo architecture.

swers to a message of another user. However, the answers
within a topic of the mailing list often do not only correspond
to one message of another user, but rather to the topic in general. Therefore, all users participating in a topic are considered to
be communicating with each other and will consequently be
connected by edges in the communication graph.
Bug History Metric (BHM). The BHM is based on the
TCM and aims at making the communication effort and bug
activities comparable. The measurement compares the number
of communication artifacts generated within a specified period
of time with the amount of bug tracking entries. This comparison allows identifying correlations between these two activities
and therefore provides vital information for project managers.
If a high number of found or resolved defects results in a high
communication effort, it is important to provide the project
members with sufficient possibilities to communicate with
each other, for example by planning more team meetings. The
output of the BHM is a diagram that compares the communication effort with the corresponding bug activities for each time
interval. To make these datasets visually comparable, the two
plots are overlaid. This allows the user to observe the shape of
the curves and to recognize if a correlation of some sort occurs.
Additionally, further statistical tests can be conducted by using
the export feature of ProMonCo to save all calculated results as
CSV (comma-separated values) file.
V. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the evaluation of the project
monitoring approach and the project monitoring cockpit ProMonCo regarding the research issues introduced in section 3.

C. Communication Metrics Implementation
This section shortly summarizes the three types of implemented communication metrics, namely Total Communication,
User Coupling and Bug History.
Total Communication Metric (TCM). The TCM is calculated by counting the number of communication artifacts during a certain period of time. The user can change the graphical
representation and the calculated time period by changing the
appropriate settings. The TCM is comparable to the traditional
Lines of Code (LoC) metric, and serves as basis for more advanced metrics.
User Coupling Metric (UCM). The basic idea of the UCM
is to create a social network graph out of the available mailing
list information and hence acquire important insights in the
communication behavior of the development team. The social
network graph is supposed to reveal how deep each team
member is involved in the overall communication. Each member of the development team is displayed by a vertex within the
graph while the communication between members will be
represented by an edge. Alongside the graph, several centrality
measurements are calculated to determine numerically which
members play a central role in the inner team communication.
The first difficulty in the design of the UCM consists of the
decision on how to build the edges displaying communication
between team members. One possibility consists of building
the edges between the vertexes when a mailing list user an-

Figure 2. Manual Project Monitoring and Reporting.

Feasibility and effectiveness of tool support for project
monitoring and reporting based on heterogeneous data
sources in an OSS project context. Manual project monitoring and reporting has been used so far for commercial software
development projects based on human reporting and structural
organization [6]. However, this approach is not suitable for

loosely coupled forms of organizations like OSS projects that
cannot rely on human reporting because of geographical distribution and primarily voluntary work of the project participants. Figure 2 shows the process of manual project monitoring
and reporting and identifies limitations of this approach.

putting together all required information with their relationships and rules into the project ontology for further analysis
(2). The project ontology is then used as input for ProMonCo
(3) to calculate several communication metrics used for monitoring and reporting of a project’s status (4).

Heterogeneous data sources, such as SVN artifacts, Bugzilla data or mailing list entries, need to be manually integrated by
a data extractor. The data extractor needs to identify the structure and the content of each data source, as well as their mutual
relationships during the data integration process, but since the
collected raw data may have incompatible formats, the data
integration process can become inefficient and error prone (1).
Current software quality monitoring approaches such as software defect prediction focus mainly on measuring software
quality by means of static code metrics (2), such as code complexity, size and volume [17], which often fails to capture important distributed development process data (e.g., maturity
level of code peer review prior to release), and in addition lacks
of capability in providing early warning of certain quality status or risks due to the late data availability (i.e., too close to
system deployment date). Furthermore, many studies treat all
defects in similar way with no respect to defect severity level
[18]. The results of this data integration need to be checked by
a quality manager in order to guarantee the correctness, quality
and validity of the integrated data before storing it in the database. There may exist several different database systems to
support data analyses using different analysis tools (3). And
finally, Project Monitoring typically is performed by reviewing
the status and results of each analysis tool (4).

Automated derivation of project health indicators from
communication metrics from OSS project data sources.
ProMonCo provides three types of communication metrics to
show the status of analyzed OSS projects: namely the Total
Communication (TCM), the User Coupling (UCM), and the
Bug History Metric (BHM).
The evaluation of the TCM shows that the amount of communication artifacts depends on the size of the project team.
Projects with few participants produce evidently less mailing
list entries than projects with a higher amount of developers.
ProMonCo offers the possibility to compute the TCM for three
different time intervals: yearly, monthly and weekly. The most
meaningful time interval is the monthly view. On one hand,
computing the metric for every week produces measurements
with a very high standard deviation, making it hard to interpret
the results. On the other hand, generating the metric on a yearly
basis does not produce comprehensive information about the
communication effort of the development team. Hence, calculating the metric for every month gives the project manager the
best basis for observing the communication effort over
time. Figure 4 illustrates a diagram of the TCM calculated
monthly for six Apache projects, namely Tomcat, Ant, Cocoon,
Lenya, Log4j and POI.

Figure 4. ProMonCo Total Communication Metric.

Figure 3. Project Monitoring and Reporting using ProMonCo.

Figure 3 shows the project monitoring and reporting
process when using ProMonCo and identifies benefits of the
approach. The Project Data Fetcher will fetches the data from
the particular data sources via the web, semantically integrates
the data based on a set of heuristics and then stores the integrated data in the project ontology [16], thus enabling a more
efficient collection and integration of OSS project data (1) and

The UCM is based on principles and methods of social
network analysis. It is used to generate a graph that visualizes
the flow of communication between team members of a software project and to calculate the centrality measurements for
each participant. The Apache Tomcat project was examined in
regards of the communication behavior of the team members.
For this purpose, the project data of the past three years was
gathered using the Project Data Fetcher tool. The generation of
the communication graph reveals that only very few sub graphs
exist. These sub graphs only contain a very small amount of
mailing list participants that are no core members of the project
and do not commit source code to the project repository. According to the communication graph, all core project members
are connected and communicating with each other. The graph

shown in Figure 5 represents the communication behavior of
the Apache Tomcat project members that was calculated for
the time period between November 2009 and February 2010.

reveals a possible correlation between Bugzilla artifacts and the
amount of mailing list entries generated by the development
team. ProMonCo calculates the metric for new found bugs and
for resolved bugs separately. Hence, project managers are able
to see if the search and discovery of bugs or the correction of
defects results in an increased amount of communication. An
obvious correlation between Bugzilla and mailing list artifacts
may be recognized visually. Figure 6 shows a line chart of the
resolved bugs and the amount of mailing list entries between
January 2007 and January 2010 for the Apache Log4j 4 project.
For the evaluation of the BHM, the results of the Apache
projects were investigated with SPSS.
For testing the possible correlation between bug tracking
artifacts and mailing list entries, the two-tailed Pearson correlation is used. The evaluation of the results shows a significant
correlation between Bugzilla entries and the number mailing
list messages in nearly all projects. The correlation occurs regardless of comparing the number of new found or resolved
defects with the amount of communication artifacts. The only
exception is the Apache Ant project which does not show a
significant correlation between resolved bugs and mailing list
usage.

Figure 5. Communication Graph of the Apache Tomcat Project.

A closer look at the centrality measurements reveals that
two persons have outstanding values compared to the rest of
the development teams: Mark Thomas and Rainer Jung. Further research revealed that these two project members do not
only hold a very central position within the communication
network, but are also involved in the project management. Although both members lie very central, the point betweenness
centrality value for Mark Thomas is extraordinarily high. An
actor within a social network that has a high betweenness centrality value is supposed to have a significant influence on the
flow of information. Individuals in such central positions have
the possibility to coordinate the processes of the group and
should therefore be part of the project management [19].
Hence, the high betweenness centrality value for Mark Thomas
indicates that he possesses a high potential in influencing and
coordinating the rest of the development team.

Table 1 contains the results of the correlation testing for
new found bugs, whereas Table 2 shows the results for resolved bugs.
Table 1. Pearson correlation for new found bugs.

n

Pearson
Correlation

Significance
(two-tailed)

Ant

37

0.704*

0.000

Lenya

37

0.885*

0.000

Log4j

37

0.696*

0.000

POI

37

0.706*

0.000

Tomcat

37

0.689*

0.000

*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed).
Table 2. Pearson correlation for resolved bugs.

n

Pearson
Correlation

Significance
(two-tailed)

Ant

37

0.018

0.916

Lenya

37

0.808*

0.000

Log4j

37

0.706*

0.000

POI

37

0.746*

0.000

Tomcat

37

0.438*

0.007

*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed).

Figure 6. Resolved bugs and mailing list entries of the Apache Log4j Project.

The BHM compares the amount of bug tracking activities
to the communication effort within a certain period of time. It

The significant correlation between the amount of Bugzilla
and mailing list artifacts may be explained by the excessive use
of the mailing list for the discussion of topics regarding defects.
In addition, all comments a team member creates in Bugzilla
concerning a bug are automatically forwarded to the mailing
list. A high number of new or resolved bugs usually result in a
4
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high number of Bugzilla comments that are sent to the mailing
list. Therefore, considering different sources of communication
artifacts may result in a different outcome of the BHM.
VI.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Many OSS development projects use tools and models that
come from heterogeneous sources. A project manager, who
wants to analyze indicators for the state of the project based on
these data sources, faces the challenge of how to link semistructured information on common concepts across heterogeneous data sources, e.g., source code versions, mailing list entries, and bug reports. Unfortunately, manual analysis is costly,
error-prone, and often yields results late for decision making.
In this paper we proposed linking OSS data sources using
semantic web technologies as foundation for providing integrated indicators project status analysis. We introduced the
design concept of a project monitoring cockpit, ProMonCo,
and evaluated the feasibility and effectiveness of ProMonCo
with a prototype for calculating communication metrics in a
real-world context, the Apache Tomcat project as well as other
Apache projects.
Major result was that ProMonCo efficiently supports frequent project monitoring by calculating communication metrics
based on semantically integrated data originating from heterogeneous OSS project data sources. The usage of the Project
Data Fetcher to collect and semantically integrate the data originating from the different heterogeneous OSS project data
sources allows for more efficient project monitoring and reporting. ProMonCo builds up on this integrated project ontology and can be used to efficiently and effectively calculate a set
of communication metrics which can be useful for monitoring
the project status and for reporting to project or quality managers. Communication metrics like the User Coupling Metric
(UCM) or the Bug History Metric (BHM) can reveal new insights on OSS projects. In the evaluation, we used the UCM to
identify project members of the OSS Apache Tomcat project
which are also involved in the project management, based on
centrality measurements of the social network communication
graph resulting from the UCM. Furthermore, using the BHM,
we identified a significant correlation between Bugzilla entries
and the number mailing list messages in nearly all evaluated
Apache projects. The correlation occurs regardless of comparing the number of new found or resolved defects with the
amount of communication artifacts.
Future Work will include the integration of additional
project data sources, such as different sources of communication artifacts, in order to be able to perform new types of communication metrics, as well as also other process metrics. Furthermore, we plan to expand our approach to other OSS project
types, such as SourceForge 5 projects.
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